
emonstrating the economic value of sustainably
managed forests outside protected areas is of
key importance to safeguard the Amazon. 

The aim of this book is to contribute to the
conservation of the Amazon through sharing knowledge
and experiences on existing, innovative ways to produce
and market sustainable mainstream products from this
biodiversity-rich region. It argues the case for seizing the
opportunities that are out there to come up with viable
solutions to establish a sustainable forest economy. 

Ministers of Amazon countries, entrepreneurs,
consultants and leaders of international NGOs and
organisations have taken part in this publication, sharing
their views and experiences on sustainable Amazon
forest products. 

VALUES Whether we realise it or not, the Amazon
concerns us all. Whether residing in the forest itself, or
living leagues away, the Amazon offers invaluable
treasures to all humanity… 

The Amazon is one of the biggest fresh water reserves
in the world. 

The rainforests of the Amazon play an important role
in climate conditions in South America and the world;
they create aerial rivers which bring vitalising rain to
agricultural fields, and store carbon dioxide emissions
while exchanging them for clean air. 

The Amazon is a colossal repository of medicinal plants
− and the healing properties of many have yet to be
discovered. It is therefore not inconceivable that one of
these plant species could hold the key to a cure for AIDS. 

But these are the tangible benefits of the Amazon. This
tremendous forest also holds intangible cultural, social
and biodiversity values that are just as priceless and
irreplaceable…

The Amazon is home to hundreds of indigenous
peoples. It is a veritable, biodiverse treasure trove of
magnificent beauty and inspiration. To date, 40,000
plant species, 1,294 species of birds, 427 mammals, 378
reptiles, 427 amphibians and at least 3,000 species of fish
have been scientifically classified in the Amazon River
Basin. 

The Amazon is a supplier of countless high-quality
natural ingredients and biodiversity products. 

The first generation of sustainable and certified
mainstream quality consumer goods has emerged in the
Amazon: among them are energy drinks, snacks, wild
gourmet chocolate, food dressings, food supplements,
body care products, essences, cosmetics, aromatic oils,
medicines, even kitchenware, furniture, shoes and
fashionable rubber bags. And Oro Verde, or Green Gold,
obtained in a responsible, sustainable way from tropical
forests in Colombia, is just one example of how new
standards are being set by Amazon products to which
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the rest of the world will aspire. 
You will find all of these products and services in

Amazon Your Business, the first international guide to
sustainable Amazon products from each and every
Amazon country: Brazil, Bolivia, Peru, Ecuador,
Colombia, Venezuela, Guyana and Suriname.

But first, let us take a step back and consider the broader
picture…

BUFFER ZONES Saving the Amazon forests first of all
means that large areas should be strictly protected,
prohibiting any sort of modern economical activity.
However, strictly protected areas need buffer zones to
keep them from the danger of encroaching, unregulated
human activities. The sustainable and certified
management of buffer zones is therefore just as
important. If we can turn the tables on mindsets, making
the sustainable and certified management of forests an
acceptable alternative that has equal – or better still –
more value than clearing the forest and stripping it of its
biodiversity, then we may just succeed in stopping
deforestation, one step at a time. Sustainable forest
management using FSC principles and criteria is one of
the tools to accomplish this. 

Protecting Amazon forests on the one hand, and
promoting significant, sustainable economic
development on the other, means unsustainable logging
can and must be pushed to the sidelines. In its place
sustainable,  innovative, sophisticated and certified
mainstream products will take centre stage. 

Ecological commodities, like the wilderness expanses,
water and air, are still generally considered ‘free goods’.
However, this notion is changing. We are seeing a trend
where stakeholders, like towns, companies and
governments, will begin to pay for the eco-services that
they receive from nature. The significance of major eco-
services, like fresh water supply, clean air, the contribution
made to climate stabilisation and the unique stock of
biological and genetic diversity, is in fact priceless. 

In Amazon Your Business, eco-services trends are

addressed by two consultants, Michael Jenkins from
NGO Forest Trends in Washington D.C. and Victor de
Lange of Crem Consultants in Amsterdam.

Minister Marina Silva of Brazil, Vice-Minister Claudia
Mora of Colombia and Minister Nicia Marina Maldonado
of Venezuela also look at this issue as they share what
their countries have to offer investors with regards to
sustainable forest management and the production of
sustainable forest products. 

Amazon Your Business contains interviews with
entrepreneurial pioneers who have stepped out into
remote regions of the Amazon rainforest and started up
businesses. Between these pages you will find CEOs
who are steering multinational companies towards
innovation in sustainability. You will notice that the
definitions of sustainability vary from person to person. 

Because of the wide-ranging interpretations of the
notion ‘sustainability’, it is hard to find statistics on the
trade of sustainable products. All who are involved agree
that a form of certification of activities is necessary in
order to guarantee customers that buying such products
really does contribute to nature conservation and
poverty alleviation. 

Many thousands of people depending on forest
resources are already benefiting from the pioneering
work of entrepreneurs. Hundreds of thousands of
hectares of Amazon rainforest are being managed
sustainably with the assistance of forest communities. 

BIOTRADE Rik Kutsch Lojenga of UNCTAD relays the
premise of and developments in biodiversity-based
products, which play a significant role in nature
conservation and poverty alleviation. Kutsch Lojenga is
one of the architects of the Union for Ethical BioTrade
(UEBT), which was launched in May 2007. The UEBT
brings together organisations from different sectors of
society around the globe that are working in the field of
native biodiversity. 

In Amazon Your Business you will also journey to the
indigenous peoples living in the Amazon rainforests of
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Colombia. The communities there consider themselves
to be an integral part of their environment, standing in
stark contrast to the way in which the majority of the
West tends to see its interaction with its natural
surroundings. 

Leaders from the Amazon Cooperation Treaty
Organization (ACTO), Both ENDS, Conservation
International, Hivos, Pequeno, Solidaridad, WWF and
UNCTAD share their vision for the Amazon and its
future. Their views make plain that for the
uninterrupted expanses of the Amazon – as in other
parts of the world – nature conservation, development
cooperation, poverty alleviation, industry, and national
and international interests are all inter-connected.
Locally and globally. 

An important reason for writing this book was to bring
sustainable non-timber forest products from the
Amazon into the spotlight. Up until now, most of these
products are relatively unknown outside the Amazon
and sales have been limited to niche markets. This is set
to change as these products are on the verge of entering
main stream markets. 

Today, market trends in Europe and the United States
reveal that consumers appreciate natural, authentic
products; goods and services they are able and willing to
pay more for. The intangible quality of a product is
gaining weight in people’s purchasing decisions as they
value ‘the story behind the product’. As conscientious
consumers, they want to buy products that have had
little impact on the environment, whose processes
respect human rights, and that generate fair benefits for
workers at the beginning of the supply chain. 

Consultant Jan Oosterwijk gives his insight into this
consumer trend. Having turned The Body Shop into a
global player, together with Anita and Gordon Roddick,
he has acquired unique business acumen. In this book,
he speaks about the fusion of the three dimensions of
functional, aesthetic and intangible quality, which
transform a run-of-the-mill product into one of superior
quality.

A number of significant,  international trends are 
• Consumer demand for authenticity in the products

they use.
• Increasing global calls to eradicate poverty.
• Increasing pressure to protect and conserve nature.
• New concerns among corporate leaders about the

deterioration of natural resources.
• A growing emphasis on transparency throughout the

international business world.
• The mounting influence of ideas for corporate social

responsibility. 
• An increasing number of multinationals and large

commercial supermarket chains, like Whole Foods
Market and Woolworth, selling sustainable products in
growing numbers. 

INVITATION Amazon Your Business invites businessmen
and businesswomen, investors, politicians, civil servants
and consumers all over the world to contribute to the
conservation of the rainforests of the Amazon, through
investments and trade, through facilitating market access
and through buying sustainable, certified products from
the Amazon.

Meindert Brouwer 

Bunnik, the Netherlands June 2007 
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